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AN ORIGIN,AL AND INDEPENDENT ME>THOD OF 

EXTRACTING ROOTS OF NUMBERS. 

By 

A. E. BLACKMAN. 

(Read 12th November, 1928.) 

Let us look at these three f{)rmulre:-
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Where R is the degree of the root sought, N is the number 
whose root is required and N is conveniently ths nearest 
known number greater than the root. 

Let us refer to them as A, B, and' C respectively to save 
space. 

A is the arithmetical mean of the same quantities of 
which B is the geometrical mean, and therefore A is greater 
than B, but B is the root we require; A is also less than 
N because a mean is less than the greater of the extremes, 
therefore A is nearer the root than N. 

By using the formula A again, putting the value of A in 
the place of N, we get another va·lue for A still nearer the 
:root and so on ad infinitum. 
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The difference between N and A is C, which does not 
vanish, while N' is not the root, so that we by repeating the 
·process can get a value for A as near the root as we please. 

Further! We alway-s know whether we have chosen 
our value for N correctly, i.e., greater than the r-oot, because 
()therwise the value of C becomes negative. 

Let us take the following example of the method, where 
the labour of the work is also shewn to be capable of con
siderable reduction by cutting off end figures, etc. 

To get the fifth root of seventeen. Taking 2, which is 
.evidently too great to start with, we have by formula A 

l J 17 } 29 
l 4 X 2 + -.- =-

24 16 

'Taking off 2 from the numerator and 1 from the denominator 
slightly lessens the value of the above fraction, but makes 
it more workable by redueing it to {h wl1ich we can again usc 
.in the formula A in decimal form, thus,-

( 17 ) 
' 4 X 1·8 + r { (1·8) 4 

{ 7·2 
17 ) 

5 + 10·4976 J 
We can alter this to 

+ { 7·2 
17 } + 10·5 

Without much risk of getting a value too small, and then this 
is equal to 

1·7638 ..... 

Let us make a trial with 

1•763 

. If it should be .too small the next number will be greater 
~~ste~d of less, because by the general difference formula C, 

e .\Ufference will be negative. 
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With this number, formula A gives us, 

1 J 17 } - , 4x1·763+ 
3 4 5 ( (1·76 ) 

=1·,76234084128 ..... . 

Correct to six places of decimals and perhaps .mo.re, as 
shown by noticing the decimal place of the first srgmficant 
figure in the last difference, i.e., 

1·763 
1·76234084128 . 

1·00065915871 ... 

In general we can rely upon twice the num~er of ?laces 
of decimals as the decimal place of the last crpher m the 
last difference, which in this case is 3. 

The total value of A is too great as all values found this 
t be but the number above with no more figures way mus , d' 

may even be too small; as a rule, if we stop short accor mg 
the rule stated, we get a value too small. 

h' h In reality the value is correct up to the first place, w rc 
makes it too great. 
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THE ROYAL SOCIETY OF TASMANIA 

ABSTRACT OF PROCEEDINGS 
1928. 

12th MARCH, 1928. 

Annual Meeting. 

The Annual Meeting was held on Monday, 12th March, 
at the Society's Rooms, Tasmanian Museum, Hoibart,. Dr. A. 
H. Clarke presiding. The Annual Report and Statement of 
Accounts were read and adopted. The foll<YWing were electeil 
members of the Council for 1928:-Dr. A. H. Clarke, Dr. W. 
L. Crowther, Mr. W. H. Clemes, Major L. F. Giblin, Mr. J. 
A. Johnson, Mr. A. N. Lewis, Mr. J. Reynolds, Mr. L. 
Rodway, Mr. E. E. Unwin, and Mr. rC. E. Lord (ex officio) •. 

Mr. Walter E. Taylor was elected Honorary Auditor. 
In announcing the election the Chairman, on .behalf of the 
Society expressed thanks to Mr. Taylor for the work he had 
done during the past year. 

The following were elected members of the Society:
Messrs. Henry Allport, C. D. Cuthbert, E. R. Hudson, J. D .. 
McElroy, R. Scott, J. W. Weston, Dr. A. Nelson, and Mrs. 
C. D. Cuthbert. 

Papers. 

The foUowing papers were read:-

"Some Remarkable Annelid Remains from Arthur· 
River, North-Western Tasmania." By Fred .. 
erick Chapman, A.L.S., FJG.S. 

"Tasmanian Marine Algre." By Professor A. H. S. 
Lucas, M.A., B.Sc. 

Presentation of the Royal Society Medal. 

The Chairman presented• to Mr. L. Rodway, C.M .. G., the
firSI1; Royal Society of ·Tasmania Medal, which was established 
in accordance with resolution ·passed at the meeting of the 
Society held on the 9th May, 1927. In making the presenta-


